
WELCOME
TO 

ART CLASS



About me

I love art
 (obviously)

I love food..
all the foods

I love my pug
named Nina

I like playing
pickleball and

tennis



Classes
Advanced Art
Intermediate  Art  
Scu lpture  
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You can sit anywhere that you
want. If the class can not handle
the volume level at their current
seats, the seating chart will be
rearranged by me.

Seating Arrangement
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B e l l w o r k
Bellwork will be on the screen every day. These are graded every
other week for a daily grade

You can keep your bellwork on a sheet o paper, in your sketchbook, or on your
Chromebook. You can use google slides, canva, the notes app, ANYTHING.  
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Grades

Test Grades
Your test grades are your artwork,
sculptures, paintings, etc. 

Daily Grades
Daily grades are sketchbook grades,
bellringers, small activities, etc.
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Late work

I do not count off points for late work; you can turn in late work at
any time. However, because of the workload in these classes, it is

highly recommended that you try to not get behind. 
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Supplies
Intermediate SculptureAdvanced

sketchbook (preferably 8.5 x
11 or larger)
hand held eraser 
hand held pencil sharpener 

handheld erasersketchbook (preferably 8.5 x
11 or larger)
hand held eraser 
hand held pencil sharpener 



Sign out 

Only use the orange pod restroom

If something happens and you can not use the orange pod restroom

(the bathroom is closed for cleaning, there is too long of a line, etc.),

you must first let me know that you will use a different pod restroom.

Try to go to the restroom before class or an an appropriate time
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Restroom/ Leaving Class Policy



Discipline Policy
private conversation/ warning 

Calling home

detention/ lunchtime in the room with me

Office referral/ ISS
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Lunch
We have D lunch. 12:15-12:35.
We are lunch zone 7.



Questions?


